This paper presents an investigation for the performance comparison of three different unit cell configurations operating at 26 GHz for 5G applications. The unit cells are cross shape dielectric resonator, cross microstrip patch and cross hybrid dielectric resonator. Verification of the comparison has been done by simulations using commercial Computer Simulation Technology Microwave Studio (CST MWS). The simulated results for reflection phase, slope variation, reflection loss and 10% bandwidth were analyzed and compared. The results indicate that the optimum configuration to be deployed for the reflectarray's unit element in order to fulfill the 5G requirements of a wide bandwidth is the cross hybrid DRA. This configuration is a combination of cross DRA with cross microstrip patch as the parasitic element in order to tune the phase and provide a wide phase range with smooth variation slope. Cross hybrid DRA provided a wide phase range of 520° with 0.77 dB loss and 10% bandwidth of 160 MHz.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication systems have been growing rapidly evolving from first generation (1G) to fifth generation (5G). It is widely agreed that compare to fourth generation (4G) network, the 5G network should achieve 1000 times the system capacity, 10 times the spectral efficiency and energy efficiency [1] . The fourth generation (4G) wireless communication systems have been deployed in many countries, and now 4G technology is reaching maturity [2] . Therefore, the wireless system designers and the researchers have started research on the 5G wireless system that will provide very high speeds and efficient use of available bandwidth with frequency spectrum from 3GHz to 300GHz. Wide bandwidth is the most effective and straightforward method to provide the foreseen data demands for 5G services expected to be commercially available in 2020 and beyond [3] . In conjunction with 5G systems, the most important components that have to be taken into account in order to use a reflectarray antenna for high data rate application is its bandwidth and gain [2] .
Reflectarray antennas combine some of the best features and positive characteristic of reflector and phased arrays antenna [4] , [5] . It consists of an array of elementary antenna excited by a feed as shown in Figure 1 . The feed is positioned at the focal distance of the array and normally measured in f/D ratio where f is the distance between the feed and the reflectarray whereas D is the maximum length of the reflectarray [6] - [8] . As no feeding network is required in reflectarray, losses can be reduced. This antenna is able to reradiate and scatter the incident waves coming from the feed with electrical phases that are required to form a planar phase front in the far-field distance into the desired direction. One of the essential parts of the reflectarray is to design the precise characterization of the unit elements by depends on the unit element's geometry to predict the phase-shift accurately. An important aspect of reflectarray analysis which are the radiation patterns only can be evaluated once the unit element has been fully characterize and the full reflectarray antenna is designed [9] .
Figure 1. Reflectarray antenna working principle
In the early development of reflectarray antenna, researchers contributed to develop a unit element for reflectarrays by using microstrip due to their advantages such as easy deployment in space, reducing cost production, low profile, low weight, flatness and beam steering capability. However, the efficiency of the microstrip at millimeter wave frequencies may drop significantly and the conductor loss becomes severe. As a solution, dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) reflectarray with low loss and high phase range was proposed [10] , [11] .
Dielectric resonator (DR) have been widely used as antenna element started in early nineteeneighties, in which the DR is made of high dielectric constant material that are known as high Q-factor elements [12] . Besides as energy storage devices, dielectric resonators can be efficient radiators [13] . DRA has been explored for designing various reflectarray antennas to achieve large reflection phase range, as well as low reflection loss. One common approach to introduce phase shifts to the radiating elements is by varying one of its geometrical parameters such as the length of the DRA. Such change will be converted into a reflection phase variation. However, DRAs with different sizes makes the fabrication process complex. Therefore, DRA reflectarray unit element can also be incorporated with various microstrip elements such as slots, patches and strip for designing broadband reflectarray [14] . Moreover, multi-resonants elements on a single dielectric layer have been suggested in these recent years to improve bandwidth and at the same time keep the simple fabrication process. Among them are coplanar parallel dipoles, concentric squared, a combination of square patch and square ring slots and cross shape rings [15] . As a result, it is possible to produce reflection phase range that more than 360⁰ , while achieving smooth variation slope. Another approach that has a possibility to improve the bandwidth by attaining high phase range for the reflectarray's element is dual-polarized technique [16] . The selection of the polarization can be achieved by using rectangular shapes for linear polarization and square shapes, circular shapes or crossed shapes for dual or circular polarization [12] , [17] .
Motivated by the above previous researches on the unit cells, the purpose of this paper is to investigate the performance of several different unit cell configurations in terms of the reflection characteristics and phase range that will be the basic building block of the reflectarray in 5G applications at operating frequency of 26 GHz. The specifications and criteria are focus on achieving wide phase range which highly related to the large bandwidth of operation and low reflection loss. The goal is to determine the best candidate to be deployed for the reflectarray's unit element for the DRA-based reflectarray for 5G applications in term of wide bandwidth, low reflection loss and easy fabrication.
RESEARCH METHOD
The unit cells of the reflectarray proposed in this paper for the investigation consist of DRA with dielectric constant, ɛ r = 10. For the cross shape DRA (CDRA) incorporate of two same sizes of rectangular
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2533 DRA (RDRA) and the cross microstrip patch incorporate of two same sizes of the rectangular patch. The resonant frequencies, f 0 for the RDRA can be predicted by using equation derived from the Dielectric Waveguide Model [12] .
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Where k z is the wave propagation number in the z-direction, h is the width in the z-direction and k 0 is the free space wave number. All types of the unit cell have been designed and simulated by using the commercially Computer Simulation Technology Microwave Studio (CST MWS) software to analyze the results and obtain the optimum parameter value. The dielectric substrate that used in these designs is Duroid 5880 with a thickness 0.381 mm, a permittivity of 2.2 with a loss tangent of 0.0009. Several different frequency bands for communication 5G have been suggested by their ability to achieve the required properties and features [18] . In this work, the resonant frequency of 26 GHz has been selected from the frequency band of 24.25 GHz to 27.5 GHz for design considerations. The unit cell elements are simulated using waveguide setup with periodic boundary condition with the E-wall (top and bottom surfaces) and Hwall (left and right sides) to support an incident plane as depicting in Figure 2 for infinite array approach. The incident wave is position at the top surface of the waveguide and the unit element is placed at the bottom surface of the waveguide. In the next subsection, the designs of several different unit cells are presented. 
Cross shape DRA
The design configuration of the cross shape DRA that have been combined from the two rectangular DRA dimension is shown in Figure 4 . Table 2 
Cross microstrip patch
The dimension of the microstrip patch with operating frequency of 26 GHz was determined by a series of a mathematical equation. Then the two same sizes of the rectangular microstrip patch are designed in cross shape. This unit cell design using cross microstrip patch as the phase variation technique. The configuration of the unit cell is shown in Figure 5 and Table 3 shows the optimum parameters obtained. The width of microstrip, W P is fixed at 1.5 mm while the length of microstrip, L P is varying from 1.5 mm to 8.0 mm. 
Cross hybrid DRA
The configuration of the cross hybrid DRA is shown in Figure 6 . Table 4 shows the unit cell design parameters after simulation and optimization. This unit cell consists of a cross shape DRA combined with cross shape microstrip patch below the cross DRA whereas the cross microstrip patch as the parasitic element to tune the phase of the unit cell. Designing DRA with different size is always difficult to be implemented [10] . Therefore, a design with fixed cross DRA size with the cross microstrip patch as the parasitic element to tune the phase response by varying its length is designed. The width of DRA, W is fixed at 2.4 mm while the length of DRA, L is fixed at 8.0 mm. On top of that, the width of microstrip, W P is fixed at 1.5 mm while the length of microstrip, L P is varying from 1.5 mm to 8.0 mm. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The selected designs have been analyzed numerically by using CST MWS simulation tools. In this section, the results for several types of the unit cell for the reflectarray's unit cell are discussed in terms of reflection phase range, reflection loss and 10% bandwidth.
Comparison of the simulated results between rectangular DRA and cross shape DRA
The two main parameters to show the performance of the reflectarray's unit cells are the reflection phase and the reflection loss. An important parameter that is availed to analyze the reflectivity and bandwidth of reflectarray is reflection phase [19] . Figure 7 shows the reflection phase of S 11 for rectangular DRA (RDRA) and cross DRA. The graphs clearly indicate that cross DRA provides wider phase range than rectangular DRA. This is because the cross DRA unit cell with two resonants element provide a dualpolarization technique that could effectively attain higher phase range than rectangular DRA. The phase range and slope variation of both types unit cells are summarized in Table 5 . Based on the result, the slope variation of both unit cells are smooth which indicate that DRA-based unit cells can provide wide bandwidth. Therefore, the cross DRA is selected to combine with microstrip for further study on hybrid unit cell. 
Comparison of the simulated results for three different cross-shape unit cell configurations for bandwidth enhancement
The reflection phase of S 11 for three different cross shape configurations obtained by varying the length of the tunable parameter is presented in Figure 8 . Based on the results, it can be seen that the cross DRA unit cell exhibit highest reflected phase range which is 684°, followed by cross hybrid DRA phase range equal to 520° and cross microstrip patch phase range is 298°. Limited reflection phase range that less than 360 degrees causes phase errors and consequently reduces its directivity that will deteriorate the antenna performance [9] . For cross microstrip patch case, the gradient slope of the phase variation versus variable length is steeper than the other two unit cells. This is expected to result in a reduced bandwidth [20] . Table 6 shows the phase range and gradient slope for the structures that have been analyzed as the possible candidate for the design of DRA-based reflectarray. In terms of gradient variation, the slope of cross DRA and cross hybrid DRA unit cell is smoother than the slope of cross microstrip patch. The more gradual gradient variation of the reflection phase curve corresponds to the wider bandwidth of the unit element [20] , [21] . The phase range of the cross DRA is wider than cross hybrid DRA, but in term of fabrication matter, the cross hybrid DRA with fixed DRA is a better option than cross DRA to decrease the fabrication complexity during an array arrangement.
Reflection loss or also known as insertion loss in reflectarray is another vital parameter in the analysis of reflectarray. Normally a reflectarray antenna always exhibits some losses. Therefore, the reflection coefficient or reflection loss is measured less than 1 dB for a reflectarray and the lower loss is the better. Figure 9 illustrates the reflection loss for the three different unit cell configurations. It is demonstrated in Figure 9 that cross DRA is observed to provide the lowest insertion loss value of 0.04 dB whereas the cross hybrid DRA gives 0.77 dB insertion loss. Whilst the cross microstrip unit cell with 1.05 dB gives the highest insertion loss value. This is due to the dielectric resonator element gives low loss as compared to microstrip element that gives higher conductor loss which produced by the microstrip patch. The bandwidth of the unit cell of the reflectarray can be calculated by the reflection loss curves. The bandwidth is determined by moving 10% above the maximum reflection loss value [22] . The 10% bandwidth of the three unit cell configurations are shown in Table 7 . From Table 7 , it shows that the cross hybrid DRA unit cell offers the wider bandwidth of 160 MHz whereas the cross microstrip unit cell gives a minimum bandwidth of 136 MHz. The results indicate that the cross DRA unit cell gives the lowest reflection loss with broader bandwidth due to the absence of conductor's losses and surface wave losses. 
CONCLUSION
The design configurations with three potential cross shape unit cell designs for the reflectarray unit cell at 26 GHz were investigated for the performance optimization of the reflectarray. The CST MWS simulation showed that the best candidate to be deployed for the reflectarray's unit element in order to fulfill the 5G requirements of a wide bandwidth is the cross hybrid DRA which is the combined fixed cross DRA with cross microstrip patch as the parasitic element. The parasitic element used to tune the phase to give a wide phase range with smooth variation slope. Besides, it is shown that the cross hybrid DRA unit cell gives low reflection loss with better bandwidth performance. Easy implementation and fabrication also emphasized in a selection of the unit element. The simulation results for the unit cells will be validated experimentally in next stage. The design for full reflectarray to predict the overall DRA reflectarray antenna performance and further investigation into how a higher gain can be achieved are being conducted by the authors.
